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University kicks off new
campaign with $74 million

S

By PHILLIP BRENFLECK
aturday, Oct. 29, the University announced the public phase of a $125 million capital campaign, the
most ambitious in Puget Sound’s 123-year history.
Additionally, President Ronald Thomas announced
on the same day that Dr. Gwendolyn H. Lillis P’05
and Dr. Charles M. Lillis P’05 of Castle Rock, Colorado gave
an $8 million gift to the campaign, placing the Lillis family
among the lead donors and bringing the total amount raised
so far to $74 million. This number includes three anonymously donated gifts of $5 million or more each.
The $125 million capital campaign, entitled One [of a
Kind] The Campaign for the University of Puget Sound, was
revealed at a special evening event on campus on Saturday,
Oct. 29, with more than 400 alumni and friends of the University in attendance. The campaign’s goal is to advance
Puget Sound’s position as a leading liberal arts college in the
United States, and will accomplish this, as the press release
claims, “by endowing faculty positions in innovative, interdisciplinary programs; building new facilities for learning
and research; expanding scholarships for students and support for faculty members; and affirming Puget Sound’s commitment to the community through initiatives dedicated to
stimulating progress in the region.”
President Thomas stated, “This campaign advances that
tradition of innovation for the next generation by ensuring
the transformative experience students find here lives up to
their boundless aspirations and remains affordable to them.”
The One campaign is the first of its kind that the University has begun in more than a decade, and is the first to be
launched under President Thomas since his arrival to the
University in July 2003.
The Lillis’ family endowment presents one such opportunity for Puget Sound to continue empowering its student body
to succeed. The Lillis Foundation has sponsored two freshman students entering Puget Sound each year since it was
established in 2007, covering full tuition, room and board
for the most academically exceptional students of each year’s
incoming freshman class. President Thomas was incredibly
pleased to welcome the gift of the Lillis Family and the subsequent continuation of the Lillis Family Foundation Scholarship, saying that the scholarship draws some of “country’s
top scholars” and supports their academic career at the University, making it an invaluable asset to the campus community.
Lillis Scholar Jana Cary-Alvarez ’14 said that, without question, she would not be attending college if it were not for the
Lillis family’s generous support of Puget Sound students.
see LILLIS page 2
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Tution
exchange
program to
end in 2015
By KRISTIE DUTRA
Faculty, staff and other members of the campus community
are searching for solutions in the
wake of the collapse of the Northwest Independent Colleges (NIC)
tuition exchange program. The
exchange constitutes a significant
portion of the employee benefits
package, and its cancellation presents a serious obstacle for hundreds of students and their parents.
Dependents of faculty and staff
at the five participating schools
(Puget Sound, Whitman, Willamette, Reed and Lewis & Clark)
were able to get a tuition-free education at any of these colleges. President Thomas announced
in June that NIC scholarships will
not be offered after fall 2015.
Jill Nealey-Moore, a faculty
member serving on the Benefits
Task Force (BenTF), said Puget
Sound did not initiate the process
of dissolving the program. BenTF
was created by Vice President for
Finance and Administration Sherry Mondou in 2009. Its original
focus was health care.
BenTF turned its attention
to the education benefits in fall
2010. In spring 2011, the Faculty
Senate created the Ad Hoc Education Benefits Committee. Faculty Senate Chair Steven Neshyba,
a former member of BenTF, disagrees with the administration’s
initial secrecy regarding the fragile state of the NIC exchange. “We
didn’t even know there were cabinet-level meetings happening,”
Neshyba said. Faculty were not
officially told until spring 2011.
“There will be costs associated with the loss of NIC that cannot be easily calculated,” Neshyba said. He believes that if an
alternative is not put in place, recruitment, retention and productivity of employees will be affected. Substantial benefits keep the
University competitive and draw
in high-quality professors.
Bill Breitenbach, one of the five
members of the Ad-Hoc Committee, said his own productivity will
not be affected by a loss of benefits. “I think the faculty will remain driven by a commitment to
teaching.”
Other professors say their incentive to go the extra mile has
diminished. Neshyba said that he
often receives requests from Admissions to call and talk with
prospective students who are interested in the Chemistry Department. “I no longer respond to
those requests,” he said. He has
three children, including a daughter who is a senior in high school.
see TUITION page 2
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“I can’t put my heart into the
teaching when it’s not available to
my own children.”
For both the BenTF and the Ad
Hoc Committee, there are several options on the table. An interim education cash grant was proposed by the cabinet in fall 2010,
but the Board of Trustees rejected
it. The cash grant has been a source
of contention because although it
is more flexible than an exchange,
it decreases the amount of financial aid families can receive.
“Recreating a program similar
to the NIC is under consideration.
Also under consideration is some
combination of tuition exchange
and cash grant, or joining an existing consortium,” Executive Director of Communications Gayle
McIntosh said.
On May 25, 2011, 112 faculty
members signed a petition to express their desire to replace the
NIC exchange with a similar,
more stable program. The proposed model is inspired by the
Associated Colleges of the Midwest (ACM), which includes 14
schools. In the NIC model, the
“importing” college foots the entire tuition bill, often creating severe imbalances. ACM splits tuition between the “importing” and
“exporting” schools.

Neshyba, who advocates transparent government, is concerned
about the Board’s unwillingness to
talk directly with the Faculty Senate. He believes the Ad Hoc Committee is vital to the search for a
solution.
“The Benefits Task Force and
the Ad Hoc Committee answer to
different masters,” he said. While
BenTF members were appointed
by the cabinet, Committee members were nominated by the faculty and went through an interview
process with the Faculty Senate.
The Staff Senate Chair, Rusty
Horton, is also in favor of open
communication.
“I think that it is good for as
many people as possible to work
on this important issue to develop a comprehensive and hopefully decades-long solution to the education benefits uncertainty,” he
said.
Board members did not respond
to requests for comments.
It remains to be seen whether or
not enough interest can be generated among regional colleges. “It’s
a delicate dance to get schools who
are willing to partner with us, especially in this economic climate,”
Nealey-Moore said.
The BenTF is expected to recommend a plan to the Board of Trustees in spring 2012. Recommendations will be based on the surveys
and data collected this year.

Securit y Report
The following incidents occurred on
campus and were reported to Security
Services between November 1 and
November 7:

Alcohol Violations
· Security contacted one student inside
a Union Ave. residence for violating the
University alcohol policy.

Drug Violations
· During the week Security responded to
three complaints of marijuana use inside
University residence halls or houses.
Students were contacted and questioned
in each incident.

Malicious Mischief/Vandalism
· There was one incident of malicious
mischief reported during the week.
A staff member reported damage to
several locked cabinets in Wyatt Hall.
Courtesy of Todd Badham
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PacRim sends 25 students
to foreign nations this year

T

By JOANNA LAMSTEIN

nam, where the students are currently located. However, after
traveling independently after the
he Pacific Rim/Asia Study Travel Program,
program ends, Ramsing, Proknown to most as PacRim, is a special study
fessor Ludden and a few of the
students will meet up in Japan.
abroad program exclusive to Puget Sound.
Traveling independently after
the program ends is common for
Quite possibly the only one of its kind, this
students.
program takes students across different parts of Asia once
When asked what advice she
had for students thinking about
every three years. This year, a group of 25 students, along
going on PacRim, Ramsing said,
“People on PacRim must be adwith some faculty members, are traveling through places
venturous and willing to try new
such as South Korea, Mongolia, China, Malaysia, Vietnam,
things. We don’t always stay in
the nicest places and sometimes
Cambodia and India.
you have to make do with things
There is a wide diversity of you’re unaccustomed to, but in
Though the program itself involves a year of traveling, it is ac- classes taken on the program. the end it’s always fine. The only
tually a two-year commitment. Annin Ramsing, a student cur- two reoccurring struggles are
Elizabeth Benard, the professor rently on the PacRim program, toilets and street crossing. but so
who leads this Asian Studies pro- described courses such as Chi- far everything has worked out.”
“Students who are eager to
gram, explains the process using nese Philosophy, National Ecothe next trip, which will occur in nomics, International Business learn about different countries
and Marketing and Ecotourism, in Asia and to experience first2014-2015, as an example.
“In the spring of 2012, the stu- to name a few. So understand- hand how it feels to be in these
dents need to apply for the pro- ably, the PacRim program is countries [should do PacRim],”
Bernard
gram. After being selected, the open to aladded.
all
students must enroll in 2012- most
“In the spring of 2012 students
“
A
2013 courses related to Asian majors.
m
o
n
t
h
“I’m the
Studies. There is a wide range of
need to apply for the program...
ago,
we
choices,” she said. “Also in 2012- lone
bioThere are a wide variety of were in
2013 they attend a two-hour eve- c h e m i s choices.” M o n g o ning session (non-credit) every try major,
lia and a
two weeks for the full academic but we also
—Elizabeth Benard
Buddhist
year.
have
hisabbot told
“These sessions help to de- tory, math,
us a provvelop group bonding, introduce b i o l o g y ,
students to the countries where politics, Asian studies, Chinese, erb, ‘It is better to visit a country
they will study [and] provide in- Japanese and computer science,” once than to read about it many
times.’”
tercultural understanding and Ramsing said.
For more information about
Originally, the program inawareness. Then in 2014-2015,
the students will embark to Asia cluded a trip to Japan, but that when and how to apply to Pacfor a full academic year and re- portion of the program was can- Rim, visit the school’s website.
ceive credits for seven courses celled due to the uncertainty in Students can also visit www.upplus one independent research Japan after the natural disasters spacrim.org/blog/ to see a blog
project, which is counted as their that occurred. The trip was re- of the current PacRim advenplaced with a trip to Hanoi, Viet- tures.
eighth course.”
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“Without the generosity of people
like the Lillis’, I would never be able
to attend a university [like Puget
Sound.] I am a first generation college student and I come from a family that doesn’t have a lot of money
to spend on education. The generosity of the Lillis’ has definitely
opened up a world of opportunity
to me.” Cary-Alvarez feels that Lillis scholars bring a lot of initiative
to the campus community, and is
currently pursuing leadership roles
in the RHA.
As for the Lillis family’s donation
to the University’s One [of a Kind]
capital campaign, Cary-Alvarez
feels it “typifies the kind of generous
people they are.”
“I feel that they are providing the
opportunity for generations of Lillis’ scholars here at the University,”
Alvarez said. For more information
about the highly competitive Lillis Family Foundation Scholarship,
or the One [of a Kind] capital campaign, visit the Puget Sound website.
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Global population climbs beyond sustainability
By CHELSEA NOACK
What might one of the many
children born on Oct. 31, 2011
say 10 years later when people
congratulate them on increasing
the world population to seven
billion?
Fortunately, we will never
know who the actual seven billionth child was on that fateful
Monday, but in 10 years’ time we
will certainly realize the consequences of living the way we do
when seven billion people share
the same planet.
Since the United Nation’s announcement of seven billion
people, magazines such as National Geographic have worked
to make iPhone applications and
films about population available to everyone, including K-12
classrooms. The event has also
lead to new campaigns, such as
“7 Billion Actions,” in order to
create new humanitarian goals
along with new personal goals
for every person’s way of living.
In other words, this event has be-
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Rush Hour: Exponential growth of Earth’s populace puts increasing strain on limited resources.

come something of a New Year’s
resolution for people around the
world, a “fresh start.”
But oh, my friends, we are far
from a starting anew.
The fact that seven billion
(and counting) people share one
Earth has a lot of implications.
The first and arguably most important consideration is the environment.
According to USA Today, in
the 1950’s only 28.8 percent of
the world’s population lived in
urban areas, compared to over 50
percent of world population today. The UN projects that roughly 68 percent will live in an urban area by 2050. Optimistically,
these statistics may not indicate a
hindrance to the human race, but
can instead motivate large corporations, such as the Siemens Industry, to apply the latest green
technologies into new buildings
and infrastructure in urban areas.
However, as great as aspirations are for industries such as
see POPULATION page 4

A cross-dressing revelation Poor advice should
not overturn rulings
By ANDREW LUTFALA

It was about 11:30 p.m. on
a Saturday night, the second
night of Halloween weekend,
when I came to a remarkable
realization.
Walking a mile in one-inch
heels is an excruciatingly painful experience, a modern rung
in one of Dante’s circles of hell
reserved for females and those
males courageous enough to attempt this endeavor.
However, I must place this
in the correct context before I
continue.
On that Saturday night, I
found myself without a costume and without a clue about
what I would wear to the various Halloween parties occurring around Tacoma. In my typical procrastinating fashion, I
waited until the last minute to
consider my costume options.
My first thought was that I
should take a sheet and wear it
as a toga, a simple enough costume to construct. Yet, as I was
preparing to wear it, my roommate’s girlfriend jokingly suggested that I don her clothes instead.
Unfortunately, this joke was
overheard by one of the other
residents in my house, who saw

this as the perfect opportunity
to create the ultimate costume
for me.
After much convincing and
pleading, I willingly decided to cross-dress for Halloween. A year ago, I wouldn’t have
even considered the idea, yet
for some reason on that Saturday night, I thought it would be
a memorable experience, not
knowing whether I would view
it favorably once the night had
passed.
After an hour, the transformation was complete. My beard
was shaved, make-up was applied, tights and a skirt were
hiked up, and finally a blonde
wig put on my head finished
the costume. The worst of it
was the application of eyeliner, which I believe would have
blinded me if not for sheer luck
and willpower.
When I first saw the results
of the transformation, I was
shocked at how convincing
the costume looked. For those
who were involved in the process, they took pride in how
well their efforts had been able
to turn me from a rugged male
hipster into a blonde woman.
However, the moment I realized my costume’s uncanny
deceptiveness was when I ap-
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Shocking: Halloween provides a unique cross-gender perspective.

proached two of my housemates who weren’t involved
in the process or aware of the
change and said hello to them.
They cautiously replied, wondering to themselves who I was,
until the moment of realization
became apparent on their faces:
a shared look of shock and incredible confusion.
Once all of us had prepared our costumes, my group
of friends and I went out and
walked across the outskirts of
campus, encountering various
people on the way.
These encounters varied
from awkward to downright hilarious. I was hit on by several
guys, some in a drunken stupor,
who apparently believed I was a
woman. Their reactions at the
realization that I was not could
be summed up in one statement:
“Hey, who is she? She looks
pretty...That’s a guy. Holy Shit!”
Let’s use their body language
to break down this statement.
With every step a person took
as they approached our group,
the cloak of night and drunkenness would fade further away
from their eyes as they came
to realize that they had in fact
checked out a man.
As I was walking home with
two housemates of mine (who
happened to be girls) after
having been outside for a few
hours—and my feet having endured a gut-wrenching amount
of pain—I stopped on the sidewalk and declared:
“I don’t get it. I dressed like
this just to have fun, and it feels
like guys were undressing me
with their eyes all night long.
Is this what it feel likes all the
time for you?”
They both stared at me for a
moment.
“Yes!”
I have since vowed never to
creep on passing females and to
appreciate the daily strife that
accompanies fashionable women’s apparel.
My experience that night
made me appreciate how hard it
is to walk a mile in a woman’s
shoes, especially if they are in
heels.

By CAROLEA CASAS
The United States’ legal system
is very much a result of trial and
error. Some of the most important
amendments to the Constitution
were written into being because
someone made a mistake. Take
the Fifth Amendment, for example. If the police fail to read Miranda rights, a confession may be
rendered useless. Anyone who has
ever seen an episode of Law and
Order knows them by heart: you
have the right to remain silent.
Anything you say can and will be
used against you in a court of law.
You have the right to an attorney.
If you cannot afford an attorney,
one will be appointed for you, etc,
etc. But what happens when the
process of trial and error becomes
about the attorneys themselves?
What you get are the events that
transpired on Monday, Oct. 31.
This Halloween, oral arguments
were heard by the Supreme Court
for two cases in which the judgment of the attorney was called to
question. In the first case, originally tried in 2003, defendant Anthony Cooper refused a plea bargain based on the assurance from
his attorney that he would not be
convicted of assault with intent to
murder since the four bullets he
fired at his victim all struck below
the waist.
I can appreciate that this was
poor advice, but common sense
should have raised a red flag in
that particular case. Either way,
the voluntary choice to shoot a
woman was made, and that offense
is definitely punishable by rule of
law.
However, in another case, the
defendant’s attorney failed to inform him of the plea bargain offered until after it had expired. As
a result, defendant Galin E. Frye

was sentenced to three years in
prison as opposed to the possible
90 days for driving without a license. The problem in this situation seems much more apparent.
Two very different cases, both retried because poor advice was given regarding plea bargains. The
situation raises the question of
whether or not bad legal advice is
unconstitutional, or violates our
legal rights in some way.
The answer seems highly subject to interpretation; attorney
Brian Perry said in an interview
with Pennlive.com, “The plea-bargain process is an essential part of
the criminal justice system. If clients are making decisions based
on bad recommendations by lawyers, then that should be relevant
in whether that client was treated
fairly by the criminal justice system.”
In cases like Frye’s, sympathy is
more easily experienced. Considering cases like Cooper’s for the
sake of consistency seems to give
a free pass to criminals guilty of
more severe crimes.
Would the outcome of the case
render malpractice suits—lawsuits that protect against negligently performed legal service—
obsolete? Malpractice law was
fashioned to protect citizens from
just this kind of courtroom conundrum. It seems as though reviewing it for the Constitution may almost create another excuse for
criminals to walk.
Is this a can of worms we as a
nation really want to open? And
how will the outcome affect prosecutors’ right to exercise discretion with bargains in the future?
These questions can’t be answered,
of course, until a decision is rendered, but, in the meantime, I
worry for the accountability of our
justice system.

Want your opinion to be heard?

If you have a strong reaction to an article, e-mail us at
trailops@pugetsound.edu, or visit our new website at trail.
pugetsound.edu and share your voice with us. We will select
responses each week to publish in the next issue.
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Occupy Wall Street critics overlook its true goal
By SCOTT MILLER
In one of his brutally honest
jokes about his lifestyle, comedian Louis C.K. describes how having an expensive car makes him
evil.
“I drive an Infiniti,” he says,
“That’s really evil. There are people who just starve to death—
that’s all they ever did...and I
sleep like a baby. It’s totally my
fault, ’cause I could trade my Infiniti for a Focus and I’d get back
like $20,000. And I could save
hundreds of people from dying of
starvation with that money. And
every day I don’t do it. Every day
I make them die with my car.”
He doesn’t mean we should
feel guilty, but rather that we
shouldn’t claim to put other countries first. Like all of his
jokes, the Infiniti bit is rooted in
truth: Americans live a relatively
luxurious lifestyle at the expense
of others (albeit indirectly) and
need to own up to it.
I’ve witnessed my peers using
this truth as an argument against
the Occupy Wall Street movement recently.
They say things like “America’s whining 99 percent is the one
percent to the rest of the world,”
and, “We’re all upper class compared to Africa, so don’t complain about it.”
I have two issues with these
statements. First is their factual
incorrectness. The Organisation
for Economic Co-operation and
Development found that of its 34
member countries, the U.S. had
the fourth highest income inequality. Additionally, the United
States’ GDP per capita is only the
twentieth highest in the world—
so while we are, on average, richer than the rest of the world, 99
percemt of us are nowhere near
the world’s one percent.
While Louis C.K.’s point is
valid, he overlooks the fact that
there are Americans starving,
too. The income inequality in
our own country, coupled with a
higher cost of living, is impoverishing our own citizens. No one
is selling their Infiniti to help
those people out either—but they
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Crackdown: Occupy movement is about systemic inequality, not individual grievances.
aren’t being asked to.
This leads me to the other fault
I see in the anti-Occupy Wall
Street arguments: the perception
that it is only young, unemployed
people, without a unifying cause
or list of demands, whining because they don’t have enough
money.
Students at the University of
Puget Sound waste food, water and electricity daily—not
maliciously, but by the nature
of their lifestyle. Many of them
pay thousands of dollars to attend this college. Many own cars
and expensive clothes, and most
own computers. These students
should not criticize their fellow
citizens (most of whom have less)
for seeking equality.
Occupy Wall Street isn’t about
making people feel guilty because
they have money. It’s about trying to fix our flawed system. It

isn’t anti-charity or anti-international outreach. The point of
the movement isn’t to complain
because American’s aren’t rich
enough. Rather, it is to say that
some Americans are using their
wealth to harm others, and that
some Americans, contrary to
suburbanites’ beliefs, are not actually that wealthy.
People may write off the United States’ income inequality as
a “first world problem.” That
makes some sense—we live in a
wealthy, powerful, “first world”
nation. But it is still a problem—
a significant one. In America,
wealth provides political power,
which can in turn provide more
wealth.
Unlike citizens of other countries, Americans, with our incredible resources, means of
communication and democratic
government, have the power to

change our flawed system. Selfrighteous denial of Occupy Wall
Street’s validity helps neither our
fellow citizens nor those who are
poorer internationally.
Occupy Wall Street may not
have a single, uniting cause—it is
more an opportunity for American citizens to express their dissatisfaction with our economic
and political inequalities than a
means for radical change. However, its broad scope has allowed
it to draw a huge amount of support.
The fact that so many Americans are pissed off shouldn’t be
discounted because they, as a
whole, are not the worst off in
the world. Instead, it should instigate a series of changes within our country so that Americans
can be better equipped in the future to aid those less fortunate
than we.

University should institute compost program
By MEGAN EVANS
The “One [of a kind]” campaign has many goals, including ensuring that Puget Sound
can continue to offer grants and
scholarships, diversifying research done by both students and
faculty and improving our student engagement.
However, the school is failing to uphold one of the promises they make to prospective
students, and it casts a shadow
on the credibility of their commitment to make improvements
throughout the campus community.
One of the major draws for
students to the Puget Sound
campus is the idea that “Loggers live green.” Unfortunately, it
is pretty obvious that we do not
live green, and that most Loggers
don’t have much say in the matter. The sustainability efforts on
campus are not where they could
be if the administration were to
focus more on the demands of
current students rather than ca-

tering to future undergraduates.
One of the biggest issues on
the Puget Sound campus is that
there is still no composting option in the Student Union Building.
Yes, there is a bin available, but
it primarily caters to theme row,
despite the fact that not all of its
residents participate in the composting program.
It would be simple for the
school to emulate another establishment that has a composting system already in effect. Cornell University in
New York has a user-friendly
system that has been adopted
by many colleges across the
United States. When a student
disposes of their trash, there
are three available options: recycle, compost and trash.
The City of Tacoma does not
offer a compost option, but there
are private companies who collect compost and resell it as a
garden supply.
It would be more sustainable if
Puget Sound used its own compost to fertilize the meticulous-

ly groomed gardens it uses to attract potential students.
The campaign is calling for
$36.5 million specifically for facilities. Some of the money has
gone into building Weyerhaeuser Hall (which is LEED certified) and the Commencement
Walk, with the rest slotted for a
new athletics and aquatics center. The proposed extension of

“ Unfortunately, it is pretty
obvious that we do not live
green, and that most Loggers
don’t have much say in the
matter.”
the Fieldhouse would cost $17.5
million, and includes a new pool
and workout facilities. While improving overall attractiveness of
our campus, these additions fall
short of forwarding university
sustainability.
There are so many different
ways that the school could improve on the sustainability ef-

forts on campus. Composting is
one of these, but there are other means of improving the effect
our community has on the planet.
Some steps are being taken,
like implementing reusable togo containers in the S.U.B. and
shower timers in the dorm bathrooms, but if the school is willing to invest huge sums of money
in general aesthetic improvement, then sustainability issues need to be a priority.
The school needs to focus
more on the students they
have instead of potential students. Puget Sound is a private school, but there should
still be a response from the
administration to current students’ desires.
If the current students are happy and satisfied with their experience, then the future students
will be, too. So the question is:
will the administration start to
walk the green walk, or will they
just keeping talking the green
talk despite student protest?

POPULATION

continued FROM page 3

Siemens’, they don’t come cheap.
The current global economy
would definitely be apprehensive about massive amounts of
cash spent on eco-friendly infrastructure when their priorities have been, as of late, placed
elsewhere.
There are some who assert that
this population growth is something to bite our nails over. For
instance, media sources have
constantly posited that even
though the population has been
adding more people in shorter
amounts of time than ever before, the birth rate has dropped
nearly an entire percentile since
the 1960s.
Though somewhat comforting, it doesn’t make our grave situation any less worrisome.
More food will have to be produced. What will that mean for
the people that grow the food,
manufacture it and compete to
pay for it? Or for the people that
won’t be able to receive it at all?
The same can be asked regarding
the clothes we wear, the leisure
goods we buy and, most importantly, water. Water depletion is
accelerating at a troubling rate,
something that was acknowledged long before the seven billionth mark.
But what about the buzzing of
seven billion computers? Billions
of lights constantly shining even
when the lit space is of no use?
The exhalation of gaseous fumes
at every stoplight?
No one wants the destruction of the Earth, obviously. Nor
does anyone want to run out of
clothes, food and water. But then
how do we go about stopping
this? No campaign called something along the lines of, “Stop
having so many f---ing kids” will
grant legitimacy to the issue.
Biologist Paul R. Ehrlich suggests that, to overcome overpopulation, every sexually active
human being should be given access to birth control medication,
and that the government should
promote policies that literally say, “Patriotic citizens stop at
two children.” Ehrlich also suggests that programs similar to
those implemented when the
U.S. was on the brink of World
War II must halt the overconsumption of wealth.
Granted, Ehrlich’s suggestions
may sound drastic. However,
he has a good theme to his suggestions and I’m not entirely opposed to most of them.
To stop overpopulation, we
will need to take extreme measures rather than immeasurable
baby steps. Unfortunately, with
the cultural, religious, economic
and political boundaries that we
face as a society, it seems that the
spontaneous reforms necessary
for our Earth will not be coming
soon.
A baby is born every second of
every day. The numbers will rise
and fall but overall continue to
grow as our Earth becomes more
indebted to its own problems.
Having a child, once a joyous occasion, is now a moment of fear
and another tally on the population counter.
So where do we go from here?
That story is to be continued.
For now, all we can do is be a
bit more aware of what we’re doing to this Earth, because after
all, we are now part of a claustrophobic, seven billion-person
party.
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of the Trail editorial staff. The Trail reserves the right to refuse any letters submitted for publication. Letters to the editor will not be edited for grammar, spelling, or content, except in the case of
material that is considered to be offensive, as determined by the Trail style guide. All letters to the editor must be signed and must have an email address or phone number. Letters for publication the
following Friday are due no later than Monday at noon and may be sent to: The Puget Sound Trail, 1095 Wheelock Student Center, Tacoma, WA 98416 or trail@pugetsound.edu.
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Dodgeball popular as game, escapism Additions

to school’s
10-year
blueprint

By VONNIE KEATSGUTS

In the film Dodgeball: A True Underdog Story, noted thespian Rip
Torn proclaimed, “If you can dodge
a wrench, you can dodge a ball.” Perhaps he should have gone with “If you
can dodge your bleak, crushing and
soulless reality for even for a moment
by reverting to childhood activities
that induce sweet nostalgia to blunt
the pain, you can be a Puget Sound
student.”
The intramural dodgeball league
at Puget Sound is equal parts middle
school PE class and war zone. There
are four total teams for this season’s
section. Every Monday and Wednesday, these gym class heroes duke it
out, tooth and nail. Their weapons are
seven or so foamy balls. The battles
are intense. The weakest links are revealed early and head to the sidelines
to let the alpha dogs go to work. These
bouts often end with slurred cursing
and threats of impending disembowelment.
Sound fun? Freshman roommates
Alicia Cohn and Sarah Rissberger
think so.
“It’s a great way to blow off steam.
My poor grades and cocaine habit
fade into the background for at least
a few minutes,” Cohn said. “There’s
nothing like it.”
“I like to kick people,” Rissberger
added.
We can all recall dodgeball from
when we were young. For some, it was
a triumph, cutting down enemies left

By PEARL KNUCKLESON

Since the unveiling of the new
capital campaign One [of a Kind] at
Weyerhauser Hall’s opening night,
the administration has updated its
10-year Master Plan for the University of Puget Sound. Here are some recent additions to the plan:

• Weyerhauser Hall is to be dePHOTO COURTESY/ELI SPEIGEL

and right, laughing maniacally.
Others remember it better for the
hazy view of the nurse’s office after that huge kid who got held back
did a number on your face. Either
way, dodgeball was the quintessential
game of our youth. But taking it back
up in college is no surprise.
Whereas high school is the time to
pretend you never liked Harry Potter
and experiment with drugs, college
has become a place to reconnect with
one’s childhood and experiment sexually. The last hurrah before entering
the real world often leaves students
wishing to revisit a simpler time. You-

Tubing old cartoons, bragging about
your N64, and engaging in Disney
sing-alongs. The older we get, the
younger we wish we were.
Occasionally, childhood and adulthood occupy the same space. Students
love dodgeball, but as with prescription drugs, they like it better when
combined with alcohol. Pre-gaming
dodgeball is a ritual observed without
fail for most.
Dodgeball player and consistently easy-out Reke “Not Again” Zosenberg said, “DODGEBALLLLL! GYRRAAAAAAAAAAGHHYAAAA.”
College is a special time in our lives.

The mesh point between our beloved
and unrealistic childhood and bright
future, it is unique in blending the
days before with the days ahead and
who we think we are and who we will
become. Revisiting our childhood is
an integral phase of this all-important
stage.
Getting wasted and hurling shitty foam balls at each other sounds
like a waste of time, as does reveling
in the mindless cultural productions
of childhood. But as Rip Torn said in
Dodgeball, “I do it anyway because it’s
sterile and I like the taste.”

Libya cedes power to
even crazier dictator

Drinking game sleuths
unmask serial killer

By FORD DENT

an extramarital affair with Lewis and
Clark College graduate Monica Lewinsky.
Documents leaked to Western media by opponents to the Al-Walrustitty regime show that dramatic changes
are likely in store for the recently-liberated country.
In an official memorandum entitled, “Smang-Dang Orangutan”
Al-Walrustitty declares new policies
mandating that all business transactions be finalized by a hot dog eating
contest between the two people engaging in the transactions and a notary of the public.
“Libya is making a stand,” Puget
Sound Professor of International Relations Dirk Gently said. “They know
how critical an insane dictator is to
Libyan national identity. However,
they’ve seen the dangers of a manically insane dictator, so it looks like
the TNC will instead vest complete
power in an insanely silly dictator. It’s
a bold move, but it may pay off for
Libya in the long run.”
On the other hand, NATO could
be forced to intervene again in a few
short years, and that could result in
much more bloodshed than the recent operation.
“Have you ever seen what a tomahawk cruise missile does to a bus load
of naked geriatrics armed with salad
forks?” Puget Sound Dishwasher Jo
Hanason said. “Well, let me tell you,
it ain’t pretty, and its just the sort of
thing Al-Walrustitty may force us to
do.”

By GILES FERGUSON

to capture both black and grizzly bears. Trip leader Serenity
Blume has related that she intends to capture the bears with
trapping systems involving granola, hemp and a Northface tent.
Serenity encourages students
to not be afraid. She has personally lived with bears for over
three years in the Castro District

of San Francisco.
To find the bears in their natural habitat, students must be
able to hike 15 miles and get up
at 3:30 a.m. They will be required
to be overly happy at these hours,
perhaps sing, go on a hike before the others wake up, or take
advantage of the “precious moments” of dawn that a rare few

In a move sure to upset NATO
leaders, Libya’s transitional congress
has turned its back on Western-style
democracy and placed government
power in the hands of another dictator.
A statement made by Mohamed
Mohamed, spokesmen for the National Transitional Council, outlined
Libya’s new direction.
“We will never forget the atrocities
committed against the Libyan people under the oppressive regime of
Muammar Qaddafi,” Mohamed said.
“However, an insane dictatorship
is an intrinsic part of Libyan cultural heritage,” continued Mohamed,
“and we refuse to turn our backs on
our past and placate the Western Imperialist dogs. Aware of our historical
responsibilities, the National Transitional Council hereby cedes all of
its powers and responsibilities to His
Sublimity, Jethro Q. Al-Walrustitty.”
It is not yet clear what shape the AlWalrustitty regime will take or how
they expect to conduct relations with
the West, the East or even neighboring African states.
Various news agencies, including
The Trail, have attempted to contact
the press branch of the new Libyan
government, but all phone calls have
been answered by a recording of Culture Club’s 1983 smash-hit “Karma
Chameleon” followed by a series of
grunts and honks vaguely resembling
President Bill Clinton’s admission of

A Message From PSO
Puget Sound Outdoors would
like to welcome any student who
passionately loves bears to attend an informational meeting
on Wednesday, Nov. 16, at 8 p.m.
to arrange a bear trapping trip in
the North Cascades.
The trip will last through the
following weekend, and we hope

Tacoma police announced the
apprehension of 32-year-old Lance
Boyle on Wednesday. The arrest
came after a game of “Never Have
I Ever,” in which Boyle confessed to
being the serial killer known as the
South Sound Jerker.
The Jerker, who has terrorized
the greater Puget Sound area for the
last 10 years, rose to infamy as the
only killer to use a dildo as a lethal
weapon. His years of activity left
a trail of nearly 50 victims. Those
who were not killed were left confused and rather embarrassed.
“I think we can all sleep better
now, knowing this monster is behind bars,” Adam Gruffen, Commissioner of the Tacoma Police,
said. “And we couldn’t have done it
without the help of those meddling
kids.”
Those meddling kids are Donna
Patterson, Tim Stokeworth and Reese Knub, all sophomores at Puget
Sound. They have known each other since grade school, where they
first opened their junior detective
agency in a cardboard booth outside Patterson’s Tacoma home.
Over the years, they sharpened
their deductive instincts by solving such mysteries as the Missing
Kitty Caper, the Case of the Stolen Pies, and the Riddle of Donna’s
Dad’s Drinking Problem. When
they closed down their stand to go

to college together, they were sure
their detective days were done.
All that changed last weekend. It
was a typical Saturday night in their
friend’s house on N. Adams St. At
around 10:30 p.m., with the party winding down, everyone gathered together to play “Never Have
I Ever.”
“I noticed something was amiss
when I declared ‘never have I ever
used a dildo,’” Stokeworth said.
“One of the dudes sitting around
the table put a finger down. And I
was like, ‘damn, what?’”
What followed was, according to
Stokeworth, “a very careful line of
questioning. Donna had the presence of mind to say ‘never have I
ever hit someone with a big rubber sex toy.’ And it’s a good thing
she did.”
“We knew we were onto something big,” said Patterson. “When
I said, ‘Never have I ever been the
South Sound Jerker.’ and the weird
guy at our party lowered his finger,
we had our man.”
The trio made a citizen’s arrest
in the house, and then brought the
Jerker to the police. “We got lucky,”
Patterson said. “He wasn’t armed,
so to speak, which made it a lot easier to restrain him.”
The sleuths have turned down
the cash reward offered by the police. Stokeworth said, “It’s not about
the money. Knowing we’re helping
our community makes it all worth
it. That, and the pussy.”
ever get a chance to experience.
After capturing the bears and
milking them, the trip leaders
want to celebrate the adventure
by doing something naked that
is normally never done naked.
Then the trip will finish by driving straight home to attend class.
Anyone and everyone is invited, except Republicans.

molished to make way for the
Weyerhauser Hall Memorial. It
will dedicated to the memory of
those two construction workers
that died during the destruction
of Weyerhauser.

• The Arboretum will be popu-

lated with exotic animals such as
tigers, cheetahs and okapi to help
Environmental Studies students
learn to not be eaten and/or
maimed.

• Commencement Walk to be

painted with traffic lanes for
Students and Faculty, Staff and
those annoying punks with their
skateboards.

• A brand new, state-of-the-art

laboratory will be constructed
near Harned to allow both students and faculty a chance to
play God and create new and
horrible forms of life.

• A Party Boy or Girl will staff

each residence hall in order to
increase resident togetherness
by creating wild situations that
the students will have to resolve,
with expulsion being the only
other option.

• A composting bin will finally be
installed in the S.U.B. However,
it will not be for food, but only
for whatever paper money that
students care to throw away.

• Inside each classroom, three

walls will be installed, to create
even more intimate studentprofessor ratios.

• A large sacrificial pyre on which
to immolate the entire football
team is under construction, as
a thank you to the gods for another winless season.

• All the lawns will be replaced

with astroturf, but will still be
watered for that shiny, ‘morning
dew’ look.

• A set of golden statues in the

shape of our current board of
trustees will be erected. This will
also make our current board of
trustees much better at making
choices.

• Signs will be added that direct

students to that totally cudi spot
for smoking behind the Field
House.

• Security carts will be powered by
actual gasoline to replace those
crappy, electric-powered ones.

• Kittridge Gallery will obtain

several pieces of actual art from
Sotheby’s, including: paintings
by the Pre-Raphealites, one of
Brancusi’s sculptures representing flight and one of those crucifixes covered in shit.
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Connie’s what to do in event of Rainier eruption

PHOTO COURTESY / MAX HONCH

Left: Mount Rainier, our friendly neighborhood active volcano.
Top: Students, unaware of what might be headed their way.

PHOTO COURTESY / MAX HONCH

By CONRAD WHARTON
Your domestic dilemma: “I live in
very close proximity to a massive dormant volcano, Mount Rainier. If it
were to explode one morning, what
would I do?”
Crafty Connie’s Answer:
What a great question! I’ve been
waiting for someone to try and get
relevant answers about serious geologic concerns from a vapid domestic
advice column. While you could ask
a geologist or some other expert, they
are hard to find and have short office
hours.
Here’s a hypothetical scenario that
will let us go through some simple
steps YOU can take to avoid dying in
a volcanic cataclysm: It’s 9 a.m. Friday morning, late fall. Light rain (surprise!), full cloud cover, wind E/SE 5
knots, steady. A terrific noise rends
the air. Rainier has erupted! Use the
following steps to choose your own
lahar evasion adventure.
Step 1: It’s 9:01 a.m. You open your
eyes, roll over, and put your nose in
a puddle of your own drool. Revolted, you stumble from bed. The awful
noise you just heard barely penetrates
the painful opacity of your hangover.
Maybe someone dropped something

in the kitchen. Aha, the kitchen! Food
lives there. You are hungry enough to
eat raw noodles, but you face another
domestic dilemma: how socially acceptable is it to not shower? It’s been
two solid days since the last time you
washed, and you are, to put it mildly,
musky. If you elect to shower, skip to
step 8. If you elect to throw on your
stink-concealment sweatshirt and
forge ahead, social norms be damned,
go to step 2.
Step 2: It’s 9:03 a.m. You emerge
from your room shocked by the fact
that your jacket and bicycle are inside the house. The front door is even
shut. Strangely, you see no one in the
kitchen. You don’t really remember
why there was supposed to be someone there, anyway. Beer cans still litter
the coffee table, some of which are unopened. If you elect to drink a morning beer in order to cope with the fact
that you are hungover on a weekday,
sit down on the couch and contemplate your crippling alcoholism. Then
go to step 8. If you are revolted by the
smell of alcohol because you are hungover on a weekday, you are still an alcoholic, but will likely stop when you
graduate. If you then elect to stagger
into the kitchen and drink directly
from the faucet, go to step 3.

Step 3: It’s 9:05 a.m. You are pretending to be a Diplodocus drinking from a waterfall. If you continue
this fantasy by lumbering around the
house and smashing beer cans like
they are the eggs of rival dinosaurs,
you haven’t gotten over your weird
childhood fascinations. Go to step 8.
If you turn off the faucet, grab some
eggs from the fridge and give a cheesy
egg scramble a shot. Start by cracking two or three eggs into a bowl. You
will inevitably crack some small pieces of shell into the bowl with the egg.
Here’s a handy trick for getting these
little bits out: person up and stick your
finger in there. If you elect to use a
spoon, go to step 8. If you elect to ignore these bits entirely, you exit the
scenario whenever they get stuck in
your windpipe and you are rushed to
the hospital. If you are successful in
extracting the bits with your finger, go
to step 4.
Step 4: It’s 9:08 a.m. Throw the eggs
in a frying pan. If you have no clean
frying pans, use the dirty cast iron
one. Cast iron pans preserve delicious
flavors that will be imparted to your
eggs, such as the weird cucumber/
pine nut thing your vegan roommates
made last night. Hopefully when they
use the pan again, they can taste the

residual suffering of scrambled embryo. Yeah, yeah, they’re unfertilized. Don’t get pedantic. The greater
the suffering, the better the taste. McDonald’s went big for a reason, and
that reason was the horrific factory
farming conditions their animals endure. Yummm. If you remember this,
and elect to go hit up ol’ Mickey D’s
for breakfast, go to step 8. If you elect
to clean up the mess of pots and pans
in order to cook out of a clean dish, go
to step 8. If you commit to the dirty
skillet, go to step 5.
Step 5: It’s 9:09 a.m. While the eggs
cook, look in the fridge for some
shredded cheese to make the other
half of your scramble. If the cheese is
gone, it’s because your chubby, poorimpulse-controlling ass thought you
would make some nachos at 2:30 a.m.,
screwing over future you even worse
than that last pitcher of beer. Past you
is kind of a dick. If by this point you
have burned the eggs and you realize
that breakfast is pretty well shot and
begin to question why you even keep
fighting fate and you crawl back into
bed unable to face the day, go to step
8. If, by some miracle, you went shopping yesterday and you have an interesting assortment of rapidly spoiling
vegetables and a shredded cheese variety pack, throw that stuff in a pan
and go to step 6.
Step 6: It’s 9:12 a.m. Your scramble is a multicolored culinary wonder
the likes of which the world has never
seen. The dull throbbing in your skull

is beginning to subside purely based
on the flavor of your magical creation.
You are a culinary legend. You contemplate opening your own breakfast restaurant. What could make this
better? A tortilla, that’s what. I believe that almost every meal is better
as a burrito. If you doubt this, go to
step 8. If you grab a fresh tortilla, coat
it lightly with hot sauce, and toss the
contents of the skillet in, go to step 7.
Step 7: It’s 9:18 a.m. My god, today is looking splendid. Your expertly rolled burrito shows no leaks. Michelangelo crafted less symmetrical
works. You even have a side of fresh
avocado. You feel like you have wrested a moment of beauty from a world
drowning in ugly things. This will
soon become deeply ironic.
Step 8: It’s 9:22 a.m. A superheated flow of mud, debris, and lava from
the eruption that you successfully ignored earlier overtakes you at a speed
of 60 M.P.H., killing you instantly.
Called lahars, these flows typically follow river courses, but can make their
own channels. A previous lahar from
an earlier eruption of Mount Rainier filled some surrounding valleys
to depths of over 300 feet. Called the
Osceola lahar, the destructive power
of this event is difficult to fathom on
a human scale. Although a lahar large
enough to cause catastrophic damage
in the North End of Tacoma would
be unprecedented, it isn’t theoretically impossible. Hope you had fun last
night...

Getting to know Doug Sackman
By MARINA BALLERIA
History Professor Doug Sackman’s classes are distinctly concerned with our surroundings. His
courses include the History of the
West and Pacific Northwest, Frontiers of Native America, American Environmental History, and a
freshman seminar called Ecotopia.
Professor Sackman specializes in
Environmental History, a discipline
that examines how humans have
changed and been shaped by their
environment over time. Sackman
is most interested in the American
West, the environment he was born
and raised in.
So far he has published two
books, Orange Empire and Wild
Men, and edited A Companion to
American Environmental History.
He is currently working on an overview of Environmental History.
What have you been up to lately?
I recently went to Oakland for
the Western History Association
Conference, one of the professional associations I am a part of. I’m
also going to be the co-chair of the
upcoming program for the conference in Tuscon in 2015. I’m excited about that; the theme we came
up with is “Vital Signs: Earth Power
Lives.” The president wanted to em-

phasize human relations to the environment as a theme for the conference.
The whole subfield of Environmental History had from the beginning been associated with the
American West when it first began
in the seventies. Since then, environmental history has been global, planetary, and is flourishing in
Europe, Latin America, Africa and
Asia. We thought it was time to
bring that back home, so I got to
toy around with different ways of
expressing that.
Vital Signs are those critical measures of the health of the person but
also the community, and by bringing in Power and Lives, we want
to refer us back to the politics of
how we live in the American West
and looking forward at the coming
challenges of climate change, global warming and so forth and looking back at the different ways people have experienced nature in their
lives.
What is Environmental History
and how did you get interested in
it?
Well, I sort of accidently got into
graduate school doing history. I
wanted to go to graduate school, I
know that. I was a political science
major as a undergraduate student,
and when I decided to go to gradu-

ate school I didn’t know what to focus on.
I spent a year working an unglamorous job at the Willamette
Weekly, which is the weekly newspaper in Portland, doing layout of
the classified section and what we
called the “smut section,” and then
I also worked for a family-run small
publishers and education that did
a lot of ESL teaching. When I was
investigating graduate schools in
political science I found out how
much voting behavior I would have
to track, I started looking at interdisciplinary programs. I ended up
going towards a Critical Theory and
Cultural Studies program at U.C.
Irvine that you connected with an
established discipline, and I looked
at the list and realized, oh yeah, history, I like history.
As for Environmental History, I have always been interested
in the politics of the environment.
It was one of the things that I incorporated into my senior project
at Reed College. But I didn’t know
that there was a field of Environmental History and I was exposed
to that my first semester reading a
[Metropolis] by William Cronin. I
thought, oh, wow, there’s this established field, I can do what I want to
do.
What’s the deal with your mid-

PHOTO COURTESY / HATTIE LINDSLEY

Prof. Sackman: Professor Doug Sackman outside Wyatt hall.
ples of the West and the environdle name (Cazaux)?
It’s French, it’s pronounced Ca- ment among other things. That
zouh and I thought it would look work inspired a lot of great new
cool in print. It’s my mom’s maiden work in history and part of my job
name so she was very happy about in this new work is to bring a lot of
that together into an overall narrathat.
Are you planning anything else? tive of history in the West. I’m usI was asked to go to a big account ing this idea of a panorama, this
and sweeping history of the Ameri- art form, as representing landscape
can West. I’m just at the initial stag- and line as a way to get into the stoes but I’m kind of excited, it is going ry, and into the breadth of the landto be called American Panorama: scape but also the breadth and variRediscovering the American West.
ety of the peoples of the West.
In the ’80s and ’90s, New WestHow do you deal with writing
ern History emerged which was a about things that are gone? How do
revisionist history that criticized approach it practically and what
the framework that Frederick Jack- you feel your role is in resurrecting
son Turner had set up for the field, these people and landscapes that
and they expanded it greatly to pay are no longer there?
more attention to the diverse peoAs historians we always have to
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Fashion faux-pas: Nobody’s business but yours

PHOTO COURTESY / HATTIE LINDSLEY

Pants: Some may consider the styles above ridiculous, even offensive, but the only opinion that really matters is that of the wearer.

By DANI SAGE
The fashion movements on a college campus change more frequently than a freshman’s major. Many of
these trends are perfectly acceptable
and comfortable, like cardigans or
sneakers. However, there are many
clothing combinations which should
never have made it to the fashion
world—or into any world at all.
Many times it’s women who are
targeted for wearing inappropriate
or ridiculous clothing, but bad fashdeal with things that are past, gone
and disappeared. We have to use
these traces, the things left behind,
things stored in archives, things
that people have recorded and published.
It is a challenge to put it all together in a way that lives again. This
was actually a topic in the book
about Ishi, about how a man who
lived and in death great concern
was shown for him, but it took a
hundred years to get his brain back
and united with his body in burial.
But I think there is something similar going on in a historian’s path to
take something that is left and perhaps not otherwise remembered
and bring it back. And by remembering it you are putting the parts
back together that have been dismembered, scattered, forgotten.
Looking ahead, how do you
think our times will be looked at in
history?
Part of me sees a lot of things that
we are dealing with today as an acceleration of things being dealt with
at the end of the 19th century and
beginning of the 20th century—
with anxieties about disconnection with the land and social dislocations going on as well. I think
we are seeing a lot of the same phenomena, technology has accelerated those in various ways but you see
the pushback as well, the search for
reconnecting, refinding new ways
of feeling and expressing community. All of those issues are going
on in our politics too, the desire to
Occupy Wall Street and assert the
values of people rather than profits. Also, we’re in a period where
the environmental writings are on
the wall with the birth of the 7 bil-

ion afflicts men, too. There are two
common trends that seem to be the
most popular among the male-types
around campus: visible boxers and
long socks with sandals. The first: the
popular idea is to wear some form of
baggy shorts or pants that show off
the unmentionables underneath. Now
that it’s winter, one would think their
barely-clad cheeks are feeling the cold
breeze. Granted, it may be comfortable to wear clothes in this way, but at
what cost?
It also seems to be more popular to
lionth person; it’s not just a matter
of the number of people, but how
do we live together in a place of
limited resources. I think that the
last hundred years have seen a lot of
rehearsals of these issues but I think
we’re going to be facing them in a
much bigger way in the next hundred years. There will be a need to
find resources for community as we
face the coming challenges.
On a lighter note, what do you
like to do in your spare time?
I like to play basketball. I’m a
member of the NBA, the Noontime
Basketball Association, when faculty, staff and alumni sort of drag
themselves up and down the court.
I’ve always liked bicycling, I think
it’s a great way to see the world. I
was inspired in college when I took
a trip from Portland down the
coast. I try to bike at least from the
ferry because I live on Vashon Island.
What is a memorable trip for
you?
I did a European bike trip after
college with Sonya who eventually,
it took awhile, became my wife. But
that is very good practice for marriage, sleeping in a small tent across
Europe and surviving.
Is there something surprising
about you that students may not
know?
When I was hired I had a rattail that was about a foot and a half
long. It was a matter of principle to
get hired for a tenure line job while
keeping that relic from college.

To see Marina’s full interview
with Professor Sackman, go to
trail.pugetsound.edu and click
on the Features section!

wear long socks with a pair of open
sandals. What may have started as a
sports fad, allowing athletes to simply slip on a pair of sandals after practice or a game so they wouldn’t have to
wear sports shoes home, has morphed
into an unstoppable craze that has become widespread across campus. This
tendency looks comfortable, but it
might not be considered stylish.
Another fashionable trend prevalent in both gender groups is jeans.
Not just any old jeans, but jeans with
holes. Both men and women are buy-

ing into this style, but why is it considered cool to buy a pair of jeans with
holes? And if they don’t come with
holes, then some people feel the need
to make them.
Sometimes these jeans even cost
more than jeans without holes. A
small hole here or there isn’t really so
bad, but is has become more popular
to show more skin than clothing.
In stark contrast to holey jeans
(or in not so great contrast considering the amount of skin revealed), are
short skirts during the winter. Usually

people will wear tights underneath in
order to help beat out frigid air while
still maintaining a sense of style, but
the time is nearly past for the summer-y outfits more popular during the
warmer months.
Tights, as stated before, can act as
a remedy for the cold, but there are a
number of people who have taken to
wearing them simply as pants.
The debate about leggings has been
overdone since they have become
much more acceptable to wear instead
of the common pair of jeans, but tights
don’t exactly fit into the same legging/
jegging/non-pant category. First of all,
they are see-through, so anything underneath is obviously visible. Secondly, their original purpose was to be
worn underneath some sort of bottom
that happened to need a little more
leg-covering.
Even though it has gotten much
colder out they are still a popular item
of clothing that students wear around
campus. Uggs are making their appearance along with tights and leggings as well. Although slightly contradictory since tights and fuzzy warm
boots are made for two different types
of weather, they are a very popular
combination.
The ’80s also seem to be making
a comeback with crop tops, the halfshirts that show off a little more belly
than really needs to be seen. This fashion statement seems more suited for
warmer weather, but during the colder months it has become more common to wear them with undershirts or
with a sweater. This modification is a
good way to turn summer clothes into
winter outfits.
Despite all the complaints about
peoples’ fashion sense, it really doesn’t
matter. In fact, people who can pull
off these styles are almost admirable.
As long as clothing is comfortable and
the people who wear it aren’t embarrassed, then the opinion of everyone
else doesn’t count. Being comfortable
is the only thing that matters…except
the underwear thing. No one wants to
see that.

Vendettas, Wall Street, and 5 Nov.
By EMILY ALFIN JOHNSON
It’s been 406 years since Guy
Fawkes and 12 co-conspirators
were arrested for attempting to
blow up the British House of Lords
in London, yet something about
Guy Fawkes and the 5th of November still captivates us all these years
later.
Perhaps it is because in our own
country there is currently a large
group of people protesting inequality, who empathize with such characters throughout history.
Or maybe it is because modern
media commercialized the sentiment with movies and comics like
V for Vendetta, establishing them
as just another part of our own culture. Perhaps it’s just because people enjoy disturbing masks and a
bald Natalie Portman. For whatever reason, lately it seems it’s hard to
avoid the likeness of Guy Fawkes
and the anti-establishment sentiment he has come to embody.
What might escape some is that
the celebration of Guy Fawkes Day
in the United Kingdom is not to
commemorate Guy Fawkes ideas
or anti-establishment sentiment,
but rather his failure. Every year on
Nov. 5 there are tremendous festivities featuring fireworks and a
burned effigy of Fawkes to celebrate
nationalism and the foiled terrorist
plot.
In recent weeks, Occupy Wall
Street has avoided fading from view
as many were expecting, and instead has grown to be an even larg-

er presence internationally and in
the daily news cycle. As a way to get
their message across to even more
people, the group has found alternative ways of catching attention.
Like many other anti-establishment protests, some in Occupy
Wall Street have adopted the iconic Guy Fawkes mask, incorporating
it into their sea of signs and growing protest culture as another way
to drive home their message.
The masks, previously linked to
anti-establishment group Anonymous known for there protest of the
Church of Scientology, are a stylized version of the images seen in
the comic V for Vendetta by Alan
Moore and David Lloyd, and were
later commercially produced as a
result of the success of the 2006 film
adaptation featuring Natalie Portman and Hugo Weaving.
Even Julian Assange, internationally known as the editor-in-chief of
WikiLeaks and a strong supporter
of Occupy Wall Street, recently attended the protest in London wearing a Guy Fawkes mask.
However, what seems to be escaping all those involved in the
protests utilizing the image of Guy
Fawkes as a way to further their anti-establishment sentiment is that
with each purchase of a Guy Fawkes
mask, Time Warner, the media conglomerate that owns the rights to
the film and its merchandise, profits.
It is hard to do anything but “remember, remember, the fifth of November” when Guy Fawkes’ image
is appearing everywhere. V for Ven-

detta was even screened on campus
recently as part of the Philosophy
and Political Theory Film Series.
Yet with each portrayal the disconnect between the reality and the intent seems to widen. As people in
the United States celebrate the anarchy of such figures as Guy Fawkes,
using his likeness as an image to
convey the discontent amongst “the
99 Percent,” those in England celebrate the vitality and successes of
their nation, and all the while the
corporations that are causing so
much frustration will be gaining
from the misconception.

TaxiUPSRides
Special

Leasing from
Tacoma Yellow Cab.

To Airport: $50
All other destinations:
15% off on over $15
1 to 4 people for the same price.

Call Keven 253.678.2632
or after 7 pm,
Paul 253.219.0280
For airport rides please schedule
a day or more in advance, call or
email:
kevtacyelocab@hotmail.com
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The champions: Women’s Soccer makes history

PHOTO COURTESY/CHRIS SPALDING

Title: After shutting out Pacific, the Loggers won their 10th consecutive title in the 2011 season.

By MAYA HECK
The University of Puget Sound’s
Women’s Soccer team had an outstanding weekend. Not only did they
win both of their games on Friday,
Nov. 4 against Lewis and Clark and
Saturday, Nov. 5 against Pacific, but
they also made their mark in Logger
history.
After shutting down Pacific, they

officially won the Northwest Conference title for the 2011 season. This
being their 10th consecutive title,
the Loggers (14-3-2, 12-2-2 NWC)
extended the longest title streak in
NCAA Division III Women’s Soccer.
The Loggers started the weekend
off with very defensive game against
the Lewis and Clark Pioneers on Friday. Sophomore Kylie Beeson (Everett, Wash.) scored the game-win-

Cross country heads
to sunny California

The team shows promise,
endurance and skill
By ANTHEA AASEN
Junior Carrie Keith (Erie, Colo.)
finished first out of the Loggers’
Cross Country team, and 15th overall in last week’s Northwest Conference Championship. The women’s
team finished 5th overall in the event
with eight women who ran personal
bests in the 6 kilometer race. Keith’s
finishing time of 22:59.80 puts her
12th on the Logger’s all-time list
along with teammates sophomore

“ Making it to Nationals
next year is a big
possibility.”
—Kathryn Flyte

Kathryn Flyte (West Linn, Ore.)
in 14th, freshman Molly Bradbury
(Boise, Id.) in 15th and freshman
Laura Leach (Alamo, Calif.) in 23rd.
It is a great honor to make the
Logger’s all-time list.
“Moving up the Loggers all-time
list for the 6K is definitely an accom-

plishment, but it is more realizing
that we will have higher goals for
next season. The way that our girls’
team has been racing is showing
us that making it to Nationals next
year is a big possibility,” Flyte said.
To some non-runners, 6K may
seem like a daunting length. However, the runners have ways of staying focused on their goals. “When
I am so close to the end the fact
that cross country is a team sport
and my place overall matters in
how my entire team scores is what
keeps me going. When I lose focus or start to slow down, I think of
people that have experienced way
more uncomfortable things than I
have and gone through way tougher experiences and force myself to
believe that I can do it. I just keep
saying, ‘if so-and-so did this, I can
run hard for 3.8 miles.’ Also, I tend
to think, ‘This will be over soon,’”
Leach said.
There are several factors that
contribute to the team’s success at
this point in the season.
see CROSS page 9

ning goal for the Loggers in the 12th
minute. After the ball crossed into
the middle of the penalty box, senior
Jenny Moore (Kent, Wash.) found
Beeson at the far post. Beeson managed to strike the ball low and hard in
the left corner past the Pioneer goalkeeper.
“One of the things we’ve been
working on all year has been high intensity pressure and not letting the

ball out of the opponent’s end and
really, that is what made scoring the
goal possible. The ball was played in
and Christine sacrificed herself to get
in the opponent’s way of winning the
ball, and Jenny was right there behind her ready to pressure. It was because of this that we were able to win
the ball so close to their goal and to
put it away. Though I’m the one who
shot the ball, I wouldn’t have been
able to do so if not for the efforts of
my teammates,” Beeson said.
Overall, the Loggers controlled
possession throughout the game,
and outshot the Pioneers 20-1 in the
match.
“Everyone was focused and excited to play and collectively, we were
able to have one of the best performances of the year,” Beeson said.
On Saturday, the Loggers shutdown the Pacific Boxers with five different players scoring to come away
with a 5-0 win. Senior Mikaela Freeman (Alameda, Calif.) scored the
only goal in the first half with a shot
in the upper right corner just outside the penalty box. In the second
half, Beeson scored in the 47th minute for her second goal of the weekend. The onslaught continued with
senior Christine Isabella’s (Salt Lake
City, Utah) goal in the 50th minute

on a cross from Moore.
Assisted by Isabella, freshman
Robin Vieira (Seattle, Wash.) scored
the fourth goal in the 66th minute.
Freshman Megan Walsh then shot
the ball past the keeper in the 81st
minute to give the Loggers the 5-0
shutout.
Sophomore Kara Merfeld (Bellingham, Wash.) and sophomore
Casey Thayer (Boulder, Colo.) each
made a save to preserve the shutout.
As the Loggers are advancing into
the tournament, they will continue to
focus on one game at a time.
“Now that we are advancing to the
tournament, its easy to get excited
and think ahead to what could happen in the future, namely, a national championship. But realistically my
goal for tournament play is just to
focus on one game at a time. Each
game is as important as the next and
we have to come out playing our best
soccer and be ready to battle each
and every time we step on the field,”
Beeson said.
The Loggers awaited the announcement of the NCAA Division
III Women’s Soccer Championship
bracket, which was released on Monday, Nov 7. A selection show will
air live on NCAA.com at 10:30 a.m.
(PT).

Lady Loggers await invitation to
tournament after season ends

PHOTO COURTESY/LAURENCE STACK

Set: Loggers finished their season with one loss and a win against George Fox and Willamette.

Volleyball ends regular season with a win
By ANGEL JOHNSON
The Puget Sound volleyball team
concluded their regular season in
games against the George Fox Bruins on Friday, Nov. 4 and the Willamette Bearcats on Satuday, Nov.
5. The Loggers lost on Friday to the
Bruins in a 3-1 set, but were able to
win their last season game on Saturday and beat Willamette 3-0.
In the game against the Bruins,
the Loggers came out strong in the
first match. They stayed on par with
the Bruins until the score was tied
at 9-9. From that point the Loggers
could not keep up and eventually lost that match 25-14. The Loggers came back tough in the second match, and even though the
possession switched between both
teams multiple times, the Loggers
were unable to pull through and
lost the match 25-20. During the

third match the Loggers had the
lead the entire time, and successfully won that match 18-25. The fourth
match was the deciding factor in
whether or not the Loggers could tie
up the game. The Loggers had control a decent amount of time, but
when the Bruins took the lead, the
Loggers were never able to regain
control and lost the match 25-1.
Senior Brynn Blickenstaff (Eagle, Idaho) led the Loggers in the
game with nine kills, making her
one kill away from a career of 1,000
kills. Senior Jaime Ecklund (Tacoma, Wash.) had eight kills, and senior Juliette Witous (Sonoma, Calif.) added 15 digs for the Loggers
this game.
Saturday’s game was in the Logger’s favor, because they were able to
win the set against Willamette even
after losing the game on Friday. The
Loggers easily won the first match
25-21 and had the lead the entire

time. The second match was similar to the first and Loggers took the
match 25-13. Within the final match
of the game, the Bearcats took an
early lead and had a chance for a
comeback. However, the Loggers
took back the lead and won the set
25-15, sweeping the game against
Willamette.
Blickenstaff once again led the
Loggers with 10 kills in the game,
finally reaching over 1,000 kills in
her career as a member of the Logger volleyball team. Ecklund and
sophomore Marissa Florant (Palo
Alto, Calif.) added seven kills each
to the Loggers, helping the team win
against Willamette.
The Loggers ended their regular
season of games 18-6 overall and
10-6 NWC. In general, 2011 was a
successful season for the Loggers.
They are currently waiting to see if
they will be invited to the NCAA
tournament.
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Loggers end season with an Women’s Basketball
travels to Seattle for
upset against rivals PLU
exhibition game

Loggers suffer startling loss
to Seattle University
By ANTHEA AASEN

PHOTO COURTEY/LAURENCE STACK

Teamwork: Loggers maintained good communication in order to pull off a win in their final game.

Men’s soccer finishes with 11-6-0 record
By MAYA HECK
The Loggers persevered through
an offensive and defensive battle on
Saturday, Nov. 5 and ended their season with a 1-0 upset against the No.
19 Pacific Lutheran Lutes. Assisted
by sophomore Landon Gauthier (Fox
Island, Wash.), sophomore Colin
McIntosh (Olympia, Wash.) found
the back of the net early in the game.
In the 13th minute, McIntosh
tapped the ball in from Gauthier’s
corner kick. Senior Terrence Blackburn (Tacoma, Wash.) was pleased
with the team’s efforts.
“We knew we had to score first
because Pacific Lutheran is such an
explosive team; by getting the first
goal it would give us a better chance
to win. Landon played a great ball
across the box and Colin made a
great run to finish it off,” Blackburn
said.
The Loggers were able to make
their opportunities count in front of
the goal.

“Attacking wise, we executed really
well. When we got our opportunities,
we made them count, and although
the score might not reflect that, we
showed some good character to get
in front of goal and put the game
away,” Gauthier said.
Junior Chris McDonald (Newton, Mass.) made five saves in goal
to preserve the shutout. Despite the
fact that the Lutes outshot the Loggers 11-8, they could not slot the ball
past McDonald. “Chris made some
amazing saves that I still believe were
unreal,” Blackburn said.
Blackburn, along with the other two seniors Marcus Rudd (Seattle, Wash.) and Peter Russell (Beavercreek, Ore.), helped the team win
their fifth straight game to finish the
2011 season with an 11-6-0 record
and a 10-4-0 record in the Northwest
Conference.
Even though this game ends the
Loggers’ 2011 season, they will be returning nine experienced starters in
2012.

“In terms of leadership, I think
we’re in a good spot. The whole
squad understands the expectations
that Peter, Marcus and Terence have
exhibited this year. Winning a conference title is what matters most,
and I think we see just how hard
we’ll have to work to get that goal,”
Gauthier said. As a senior, Blackburn has equally high hopes for the
future of the program. “I have a lot
of confidence in the nine returning
players and know that each one will
individually take a leadership role.
They know that it is their responsibility to make sure this team battles next year to achieve the ultimate
goal of winning a conference championship,” Blackburn said.
After winning an intense match
against their rivals, the Loggers are
enthusiastic about next season.
“I’m excited to have the opportunity to play the game I love and do
so at a high level. I can’t wait. I’m
getting restless just thinking about
it,” Gauthier said.

Logger champions in photographs

As match-ups go, the Women’s
Basketball team is never afraid to
go against a worthy opponent. In
their last exhibition game, the Loggers faced Seattle University, a newly minted Division I school.
An exhibition game is a like a
game with referees, but the outcome
does not count against either team.
The Loggers knew they would have
a tough matchup, but the 39-87 loss
is not what they were prepared for.
“The biggest thing when you are
down 40-plus points is to make sure
your team doesn’t give up,” senior
Jocelyn Riordan (Lake Forest Park,
Wash.) said. “It’s difficult when you
look up at the score and see that, but
focusing on the little things that you
can improve on, even in those situations, is what makes the team better.
Making sure that we still play with
heart is key in those situations. Despite the outcome, learning to play
through adversity and stay together
as a team is what will make us better.”
“I think we can take the game
overall as a really big learning experience and recognize a lot of things
that Seattle U. did to us that made us
really uncomfortable on the floor,

CROSS

continued FROM page 8

“I think it’s our ability to work
together that has helped us succeed at the end of this season. The
more workouts that we complete
running in our tight pack, the better we will be able to carry that over
to racing together as a strong pack.
That’s why our biggest successes
have come later in the season,” Flyte said.
The men’s team finished eighth
in the Northwest Conference
Championships with impressive
times by Junior Matt Klein (Portland, Ore.) and freshman Josh
Seekatz (Philomath, Ore.) who finished 21st and 28th, respectively.
Freshman Justin Higa (Pearl City,
HI) and senior Patrick Graham (St.
Louis, Mo.) both ran personal bests
at the event.

Congratulations to the
Puget Sound Women’s
Soccer Team
for their 10th NWC
title
PHOTO COURTESY/ CHRIS SPALDING

Goal: The Loggers triumphed this season.

By HANNAH CHASE
The Loggers have proven to be a
tough team to beat during the 2011
soccer season. The team battled
injuries and sicknesses and incorporated new players into the game.
However, these obstacles did not
effect the Loggers negatively.

PHOTO COURTESY/ CHRIS SPALDING

Tough: The held out Pacific for the crucial win.

Women’s soccer has been granted the honor of playing in the
NCAA tournament this season,
and it is well deserved.
On Monday, Nov. 7 the Loggers
waited with baited breath for the
tournament bracket to be posted.
The Loggers found after much anticipation that they will travel to

Thousand Oaks, Calif to take on
Concordia-Moorehead in the first
round of the NCAA Tournament.
As Logger fans wait to hear
the outcome of the matches, they
will know that whatever the final
score, this year is one for the record books.

Overall:
14-3-2
Conference
12-2-2
Streak:
Won 4

like intense ball pressure and defense.
If we can learn from that and apply it
to our game, it’ll make us a lot stronger,” junior Kelsey McKinnis (Ashland, Ore.) said.
The Loggers led only briefly in
the beginning of the match, but then
were overpowered by the offense of
the Redhawks.
“In the second half we were a much
better team. It took us a while to get
up to the Division I tempo,” McKinnis said.
Riordan agreed that their second half performance was much improved.
“Being a Division I team, Seattle
U was significantly bigger, faster and
stronger than our team and had been
playing for a few weeks more given
the different rules between Division
I and III. Since we have such a young
team and none of the current members had faced a Division I team before, I think there was some mental
intimidation and a lot of nerves going into the game. Once we settled
down in the second half we played
them close, losing only by 12 in the
half, but it took a while to move past
the intimidation and jitters,” Riordan
said.
The Logger’s next game is Nov. 15
against Northwest.
Klein and Seekatz’ times were
both fast enough to qualify them for
NCAA West Regionals. The entire
women’s cross country team is also
competing at regionals. The women’s team is ranked ninth in the West
Region by U.S. Track & Field and
the Cross Country Coaches Association. Regionals are next Saturday,
Nov. 12th in Claremont, Calif.
“All the work has been put in, and
now Josh and I need to be confident to know we have the ability to
beat this talent. For me the biggest
thing is staying relaxed mentally and
physically. I’ve been visualizing the
course, my start, staying relaxed, and
cruising into the finish. This will be
a great chance to scope out our competition for next year, as we have a
young team that is going to develop
into a power house. We hope to be
contenders at nationals the next few
years,” Klein said.

graduate
program
night
November 17
6 p.m.

Carwein Aud.

|

UW Tacoma

Come to Graduate Program Night. You’ll
meet with advisers from all UW Tacoma
graduate programs, learn about graduate
school admissions and hear more about
our campus and student services.

tacoma.uw.edu/grad
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HEY YOU, Apathetic F***s. Write
some f***ing hey yous. I’m sick of
reading Wallace Stevens quotes and
puns not worth the effort it took to
think of them!

limona. Se pasa manoseando caramba zamba tu dignidad!

HEY YOU, Tiny girl with the Beats.
Keep your swag on.

HEY YOU, Cute red head with the
star tatoo, have any other constellations I can gaze at?

HEY YOU, With the Wilfred costume, I’ll be your Bear anytime.

HEY YOU, If you found my black
pencil in TH298 on Nov. 1, I’d like
it returned to Security. It has some
sentimental value.

HEY YOU, I overheard your obsession and sexual fetish about homeless people.

HEY YOU, Hey yous, we know
all your secrets! You are now our
cultural text.

HEY YOU, Suitemate: flush the
toilet if you go potty at night. Don’t
worry—it won’t wake us up. Plus,
what you leave behind is not how I
want to start my morning.

HEY YOU, That’s okay, because I
want it like that. No, no, not like
that.

HEY YOU, Girl who wants to steal
my notes. I hope this works out.
You are amazing.
HEY YOU, Your perfume smells

trailheyyou@pugetsound.edu

like dirty laundry…it needs to
change!

HEY YOU, CREW TEAM, you’re
constantly blasting the most
atrocious music in Warner Gym.
Regardless of your muscley arms,
you will never be sexually satisfied
if you continue to listen to the same
five top 40 songs on repeat.

Want to submit a Hey You?
E-mail
trailheyyou@pugetsound.edu
or put one in the box in
Diversions Cafe.
The Trail will never publish
Hey Yous that explicitly refer
to individuals or groups or are
hateful or libelous in nature. A
full description of the policy can
be found at trail.pugetsound.edu.

The Puget Sound Trail

HEY YOU, just cause I don’t have a
box, doesn’t mean we can’t still fox.
HEY YOU, If I were a hang high
on heaven’s hill, mother of mine. O
mother of mine.
OYE USTED, No es chicha ni

THE HAPPY TRAIL

HEY YOU, We should die if not
for death, in her chalk and purple
robes. Not to die a parish death.
HEY YOU, Don’t touch my Kant!
It’s better than Hegel.
HEY YOU, Miso sorry.
HEY WOOD, Jablome?
HAY, is for Horses!
HEY YOU, The reports of my death
are greatly exaggerated!
HEY YOU, The South shall rise
again…just not my South.
HEY YOU, Did you know that
Muhammad Ali developed Parkinson’s? However, Bill Gates stole the
patent.
HEY YEW, You’re a tree!
HEY YOU, Donate to a worthy
cause! “Food for Fines” in the

Library 11/14-11/27!
HEY YOU, Bio-flute girl. You can
flutter tongue me anytime.
HEY YOU, I’m so glad we were
THOSE SENIORS this weekend.
Good impressions all around.
HEY YOU, Sonnet of the week:
Let me not to the marriage of true
minds / Admit impediments. Love
is not love / which alters when it
alteration finds, / or bends with
the remover to remove: / Oh no! It
is an ever-fixed mark / that looks
on tempests and is never shaken;
/ it is the star to every wandering
bark, / whose worth’s unknown,
although his height be taken. /
Love’s not Time’s fool, though rosy
lips and cheeks / within his bending sickle’s compass come: / Love
alters not with his brief hours and
weeks, / but bears it out even to
the edge of doom. / If this be error
and upon me proved, / I never
writ, nor no man ever loved.
HEY YOU, Magical things are happening in this world. Across the
river there’re all kinds of magical
instruments, while we really keep
on living like monkeys.

A Weekly Sex Column

Making the bedroom a “happier” place...

How to achieve ‘moregasm’ Caring for friends’
sexual well-being
By SUZY SPONGEWORTHY

Ah, orgasm. Even though it’s
(usually) pretty obvious when you’re
having one, the form, function and
mechanics of the whole O-rdeal are
pretty complex.
This complexity is hard to study
empirically so there are a lot of
gaps in our knowledge of orgasm.
The biggest factor, too, is the wide
variation in any one person’s
experience of orgasm, let alone the
variation from person to person.
It pains me to generalize such a
subject, but there are several things
that are worth thinking about when
it comes to achieving orgasm.
A great way to think about it is
that sexual arousal (one’s state) and
all sexual activity (one’s action) as
building up this delicious tension.
Orgasm, when achieved, is a release
of this tension.
The path to your best orgasm is,
as one friend calls it, a self quest.
Literally take matters into your own
hands. “Research” well and often.
Orgasm and your sexuality as a
whole can be completely different by
yourself than with a partner. When
you translate your own practices
into partner sex, keep a frequent
and open line of communication.
There are generally four stages of
an orgasm cycle: arousal, plateau,
climax and, finally, resolution.
Amazingly, the physiological
effects are roughly comparable
between the sexes. The same
crescendo of heart rate and blood
pressure happens, plus blood flows
to the fun places like the penis,
clitoris and nipples.
Oxytocin, the “cuddle drug,” is
released with climax in both sexes.
However, women have doubled
levels of estrogen that increase the
effects of oxytocin.
A great resource to learn about
this and other topics relating to sex
is Babeland’s book Moregasm.
I hate to be insensitive by
saying “everyone can do this!” if
you’ve personally tried and can’t
achieve multiple orgasms or are
preorgasmic. However, theoretically
men and women can have multiple

orgasms. Of course, it’s not that
simple.
With men, there is generally a
much-needed refractory period
characterized by hypersensitivity of
the head of the penis. For women,
we can orgasm again and again,
without limit.
It is extremely difficult to “teach”
someone how to have multiple
orgasms, and the best instruction
I have is to guide yourself into a
mindset of arousal and just keep
going after the first one. As a friend
puts it, return to that happy spot if
you aren’t too “anatomically spent.”
My experience is that the first
couple are smaller and less fulfilling
but increase each time. Around
number three or four, the resolution
period starts to have the trademark
post-coital feeling of bliss with that
feeling of satisfaction.
This is information I like to
discuss with my partners and we
can both work toward mutual
fulfillment.
Manipulating the number of
orgasms and timing in general is
of interest to partners that want to
orgasm simultaneously or at least
close together.
In heterosexual sex this can be
an issue since on average men take
twice as long to reach a climax. For
men, a tip I have heard to shorten
the refractory period and be able
to keep ‘em coming is to decrease
stimulation before orgasm.
A friend of mine related some
insight when I asked her about
multiple orgasms that really applies
to general rules of sexual activity.
She said 90 percent of an orgasm
is mental strength and the other
10 percent is knowing what to put
where. This ratio may differ for
some, but the emphasis on the
power of the mind is wonderful.
Especially in solo sex, fantasizing or
getting creative with your hand/toy
are all in your head.
When beginning to engage in
sexual arousal in any instance, there
is a mindset one must achieve.
Leave your insecurity at the door
and work against any guilt that may
come up (for example, receiving
oral sex). Remind yourself that you

deserve this.
It is essential to “find your place.”
This is a skill that can be practiced,
although it is less of a method and
more of an understanding.
And of course, each partner is
different, so it may take an entirely
new mindset for each one.
What’s the point of it all?
Though as college students we
may tend to try to avoid thinking
about procreation, the purpose of
orgasm is inherently intertwined
with conception.
At one point, it hit me that the
function of ejaculation as a result of
male orgasm makes perfect sense
in this context, yet female orgasm
is much less transparent. On the
surface, conception is contingent
only on the male orgasm.
Psychology Today did an article
on the “Orgasm Wars,” which
is a fascinating read with often
problematic alternative theories.
Take, for instance, that female
orgasm is purposeless and the
equivalent to the male nipple.
Thankfully, the article points to
a superior theory: female orgasm
works to increase retention of
sperm by the clenching of muscle
groups that usher the sperm to the
cervix where it in an ideal location
for eventual conception.
More fascinating is when women
don’t orgasm or orgasm before
male ejaculation. This occurrence
suggests
that
the
female’s
subconscious is selecting against the
particular person’s sperm.
Now, obviously this is harsh,
reductionist and incredibly heteronormative, so we must take it with a
grain of salt. However, it is exciting
that research is attempting to learn
about mechanisms of sexuality, even
if it is limited in many capacities.
It is difficult to talk universally
about orgasm because not every
orgasm is created equally. Not
even close. But that variation is a
beautiful thing that makes getting
to know yourself, your body and
each new partner that much more
exciting.
Find yourself a comfy place and
break out that O-face.

By ANNA FAPMAN

W

hen was the last time you
were out with a friend and asked,
“So, been masturbating lately?” or
“What position did you and what’shis-name try out last night?”
Most of the time, we don’t
exactly consider these topics great
conversation starters. Now I’m not
asking you to go all Tommy Wiseau
from The Room and ask out of the
blue, “Anyway, how is your sex
life?” but maybe good old Tommy
has a point. Maybe we should be
caring about each others’ sex lives
more.
Sexuality is an inherent part of
each of your friends, as important
as whether they finally figured out
that Rod Stewart song on guitar or
beat their bro at Super Smash Bros
for once. Sex is a natural and vital
part of the mosaic we construct of
ourselves.
The point being: if you care
about your friends, you should care
about their sex lives. Because sex
(or lack thereof, which can be good
too!) is helping construct their self
understanding and self esteem.
Most people are not talking
to their parents about sex. And
certainly when you’re first getting
to know a romantic partner you’re
not going to strike up a conversation
about the 12-speed vibrator you
just got. So who can you turn to
other than your friends?
And so, I propose that we all
roll up our sleeves, un-bunch our
panties, and get down to the nittygritty of true friendship. The easiest
way to start this conversation is to
open up about yourself: “Man, I
was so stressed out yesterday, but
then I jacked/jilled off and it totally
took my mind off of it.”
Take
it
seriously!
This
conversation is not, “Bro-dude, I
totally tapped that sweet ass” or,
“Heh, Jimmy whacks off and cries
himself to sleep every night!”

This conversation is about
what you two do or don’t do to get
pleasure. What gets you off. When a
friend can vocalize this to you, they
become more confident in their
sexual identity, and their whole self
perception becomes healthier. It’s
like mental medicine, and you’re
the sexy doctor!
Once you have this conversation,
you can help your friend not just by
listening but by helping. And no,
pervs, I’m not saying to “lend your
friend a hand.” I’m saying start by
watching some porn together and
pointing out what you like.
One time I whipped out my
computer at the S.U.B. and
announced to my friend that I had
watched the greatest porno last
night. And so we turned down the
sound, huddled in the corner of the
booth, and checked out some sweet
lovin’. We talked about what we
were into, and the next day I sent
her more clips to make her alone
time even better. Rubbing one out
is always good for you—and I care
about my friend’s well being!
For ladies especially, sex is a taboo
topic—and god forbid you mention
masturbation. If your friend is
interested but intimidated, why not
engage in some sexy philanthropy
and get your buddy a sex toy? Stores
such as Babeland always have buyone-get-a-free-gift deals, so you
can help yourself while helping a
friend. Even without that, a little
beginner vibe can be as cheap as
15 bucks. Give them a few words of
wisdom to go with that buzz, and
they’ll be ready to go. Orgasm: it’s
the gift that keeps on giving.
And so, I think we should all
care a little more about our each
others’ sexual well being. Whether
your friends want to explore it or
not, it’s important to be a helpful,
supportive resource as they
consider an important part of
themselves. So do go all Tommy
Wiseau on a friend (but maybe
work on the delivery). Let’s make
sex part of small talk.
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A Very She & Him Christmas ironic and
adorable enough for early October release
By SAMI ROSS
When I was growing up, every
December my family would drive
around the suburbs of Chicago and
cruise the neighborhoods with the
gaudiest light displays.
Of course, a holiday soundtrack
was necessary. Instead of resorting
to lite rock radio, my parents would
spin their A Very Special Christmas
CD on repeat until Bono and Santa
began to exist as one.
What was the purpose of only
playing trendy rock n’ roll versions
of the holiday’s timeless classics?
To put it in the simplest terms, it
made them feel cool. Maybe not as
cool as they had been in their 20s,
but nothing was going to make a
couple in their late 30s feel more
relevant than blasting Run DMC’s
“Christmas in Hollis” out of the
windows of the family vehicle.
She & Him’s latest release, A Very
She & Him Christmas, provides
the younger generations with their
very own hip holiday album.
Though singer Zooey Deschanel
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Hip: She & Him, aka Deschanel and Ward, elevate the status of
Christmas albums with their folksy, sweet takes on classics.
is as vivacious as leftover Christmas
ham, M.Ward’s instrumentals and

backup vocals are really lovely and
his talents bring grace and charm

Battlefield gives Call of
Duty a run for its money
By WALT MITCHELL
The internet is a big place, and
one is never surprised to find cutthroat debates that might not register on the average person’s radar:
“Firefox vs. Chrome,” “Kirk vs.
Picard,” “Joel vs. Mike,” to name
just a few.
One more debate for you: Call of
Duty versus Battlefield. Battlefield
3 was released for PC, Xbox 360
and PS3 Oct. 25, and with Call of
Duty: Modern Warfare 3 out this
past Tuesday (Nov. 8), the drawnout dispute is coming to a head.
At this point you’ve silently
affirmed your loyalty to one of
the other, or more likely, you
shrugged.
For the shruggers, Call of Duty:
Modern Warfare and Battlefield
are two of the most popular nearfuture first-person-shooter franchises around, developed by Infinity Ward and DICE, respectively.
MSNBC reported that CoD:
MW2, released Nov. 10, 2009,
606 S Fawcett Ave
grandcinema.com
Tacoma’s only
indie theater.

LOST AIRMEN OF
BUCHENWALD
(NR)

The little-known story of Allied airmen imprisoned
at the Buchenwald Concentration Camp in the final
months of World War II.

Fri-Sun: 3:35, 8:15
Mon: 3:35, 8:15
Tues: 3:35
Wed-Thurs: 3:35, 8:15

BEING ELMO

(NR)

The Muppet Elmo is one of the most beloved characters among children across the globe. Meet the man
behind the puppet - the heart and soul of Elmo.

Fri-Sun: 11:54am, 1:40, 6:20
Mon: 1:40, 6:20
Tues: 1:40
Wed: 1:40, 6:20

MARTHA MARCY
MAY MARLENE
(R)

A damaged woman struggles to re-assimilate with
her family after fleeing a cult.

Fri-Sun: 1:30, 3:50, *6:05, 8:45
Mon: 1:30, 3:50, 6:05, 8:45
Tues: 6:05, 8:45
Wed-Thurs: 1:30, 3:50, 6:05, 8:45

*Skype Q&A with Director Sean Durkin
following FRIDAY’S 6:05 show!

THE WAY

(PG-13)

A father (Martin Sheen) takes a journey to fulfill the
dream of his late son (Emilio Estevez).

Fri,-Sun: 11:55am, 2:30, 5:35, 8:30
Mon-Thurs: 2:30, 5:35, 8:30

MARGIN CALL

(R)

A thriller that revolves around the key people at a investment bank over a 24-hour period during the early stages
of the financial crisis.

Fri-Thurs: 1:50, 4:10, 6:35, 9:00

Only $6.50 with
Student ID!

brought in $550 million in its first
week, blowing entertainment’s
then-records out of the water: The
Dark Knight’s $155 million opening weekend and Harry Potter and
the Half Blood Prince’s $394 million week.
Modern Warfare’s next installment should make just as big a
splash: Michael Pachter of Wedbush Securities expects CoD:
MW3 sales to top $1.1 billion in
six weeks, destructoid.com reported.
Battlefield 3 has quite a bit of
competition, then: can it keep up?
No one is suggesting that DICE
can compete with Infinity Ward’s
sales numbers (although Battlefield’s first week saw 10 million
sales) but given the amount of
internet lip-service Battlefield has
been getting from its avid fanbase—enough to make CoD vs.
Battlefield sound like a balanced
debate—the game itself must have
a lot going for it.
And it does: Battlefield 3 is
slick, engaging and expansive—or
at least the multiplayer is. Single
player feels like a brazen imitation
of Modern Warfare’s campaign
mode, and where Battlefield’s
campaign falls short—AI, clarity,
continuity, fun (it’s just plain grueling, to be honest)—the disparity
between the two games is embarrassingly clear.
But in all fairness, Battlefield’s
success has nothing to do with
single player: both franchises are
particularly well-loved for immersive, intense and highly competitive multiplayer modes. It is also
clear that the two games approach
online play with wildly different
values in mind.
These values are what place
games along a spectrum fundamental to the FPS genre, a continuum bookended by twitchy,
reflex-centric shooters like Halo
at one end, and by realistic, tactical simulations like Tom Clancy’s
Rainbow Six at the other.
CoD:MW, despite it’s reasonable physics and modern setting,
belongs at the Halo end of things.
Success is won with accuracy and
speed, with technical skill rather

than tactical know-how—this often means sacrificing realism for
spectacle, but it’s a formula that
has struck the collective nerve.
Battlefield’s multiplayer model,
on the other hand, is farther in
from the edge—it seeks to occupy
a golden middle-ground between
reflex and strategy, and this, we
can finally say, is exactly what
makes Battlefield 3 worth raving
about.
Battlefield 3 has everything
CoD:MW does—quick-fire skirmishes,
sweaty-palmed sniper
duels, explosions and such—and a
lot that it does not, namely massive maps, a laundry list of deadly
vehicles (including jets!), and a
certain freedom of play-style too
often absent in competitive games.
A brilliantly conceived squad
system encourages cooperation
and forethought. Buddy in a tank?
Spawn with him and ride along as
his gunner, spot and mark enemies as a distant sniper, or choose
the engineer and repair his armor
as he rolls.
The sheer scale of the game
inspires an awe rare in online
multiplayer: you are not just offered admittance to this beautiful,
gargantuan, mostly-destructible
wonderland, you are accompanied
by sixty-three other human beings
(twenty-three if you’re on a console) as well.
One downside is Battlefield’s
clunky interface (together with
EA’s now-notorious Origin digital
distribution service), which is as
frustrating as it is bewildering.
It feels a bit like having an incompetent waiter at your favorite
restaurant: every now and then
he’ll butt in and ruin your mood,
but as he leaves you to your feasting all misgivings are forgotten.
Until Call of Duty: Modern
Warfare 3 is put under the same
scrutiny, Battlefield 3 cannot be
named winner or loser, and in
fact, the terms might be irrelevant
here: Battlefield simply satisfies a
different need, a desire for depth
over polish, and it delivers the
goods with style, grace, and characteristic confidence.

to an album that would have otherwise disappeared into the black
hole of celebrity side projects.
The real standouts on this album
are the songs that are most familiar. “Have Yourself A Merry Little
Christmas” is one of the few songs
that Deschanel seems truly comfortable singing. Her voice sounds
looser and gentle versus awkward
and disconnected. M.Ward’s instrumentals are understated and
bring a retro vibe to the track.
“Silver Bells” is another classic
that sounds genuinely good on this
album. The melody suits Deschanel and the light guitar strumming
turns the song into a lullaby.
Deschanel sounds her best when
she isn’t forced to push her vocals
outside of a sweet monotone.
If you’re looking for a good laugh,
give “Baby, It’s Cold Outside” a listen. This is nothing like Deschanel’s
version in “Elf.” M.Ward plays the
helpless love interest to Deschanel’s
Christmas creeper.
While M.Ward sounds delightfully folky and fluid, Deschanel’s
vocals are downright tense and

strange. Instead of purring like the
sexy eggnog-filled temptress she’s
portraying, she sounds more like
she’s having verbal diarrhea.
Overall, Deschanel struggles to
keep up with the peppier tunes,
“Little Saint Nick” and “Rockin’
Around The Christmas Tree” for
example, but for the daintier classics her vocals do pull through
nicely.
Not all Christmas albums are
created equal, but 20 years from
now I have a hunch that Deschanel’s inability to match M.Ward’s
musical prowess will be the least of
your concerns.
Buy this record, don’t bother to
take it out of the plastic wrapping,
and wait until you’re feeling middle-aged to give it a whirl.
Nothing will bring you back to
the days of your hipster prime like
a good ol’ She & Him holiday album.
GRADE: C+
She & Him currently have no tour
dates scheduled. For more information, visit sheandhim.com

UT show upcoming
By LAURA HOLLISTER
Fall foolishness returns with the
upcoming annual presentation of
the Ubiquitous They fall sketch
show Boom! Paradox. There will be
three performances Nov. 17, 18 and
19 at 7:30 p.m. in Rausch auditorium. Admission is free but donations are appreciated to fund future
sketch projects.
For those of you unfamiliar with
the delightfully wacky antics of
Ubiquitous They, allow me to elaborate.
Ubiquitous They, or UT as they
are widely and lovingly known, is
Puget Sound’s own team of both
improv and sketch comedians.
Unsure of what improv is? Well,
every other Friday in the Cellar at
10 p.m. is an improv show designed
to take the edge off of a particularly
stressful week and leave you wetting your seat due to laughter and
the amount of perspiring done in
the crowded Club Rendezvous.
Along with the improv shows,
Ubiquitous They has its annual
sketch shows where the UT team
members come together in a creative environment and perform
short, student-written comedic
sketches.
While the end results of the
group’s work are entertaining and
sometimes a manically funny student production, UT is a serious
campus club, and a good deal of
time and effort goes into making
the fall sketch show enjoyable.
This semester’s sketch show,
Boom! Paradox, contains 13 comedic sketches written entirely by the
fantastically amusing and sometimes jocular minds of UT members and other students who meet
weekly to share in the fun of writing comedy.
Co-producers of this semester’s
sketch show, Jeff Nickels and Sarah
McKinley inherited the reigns of
command last year as the senior
members of UT graduated.
With their new command posts
Nickels and McKinley met this
summer to begin plotting for
the upcoming sketch show. With
ideas flashing around like metallic
streamers, the co-producers set up
the standards for this year’s sketch

team and leadership style.
“We wanted to make sure that
sketch kept communications open
and that there was a community
of support for directors and actors
alike,” McKinley said.
Like other on-campus student
projects, the Sketch Show preparation is a rigorous process of team
auditions early in the semester
followed by writer’s meetings and
workshops to make sure that each
semester the sketch show has a
wide variety of funny to pull from
and enact.
Once the sketches are chosen for
the show, internal auditions occur
to cast the parts, and then it’s just a
short hop from rehearsal, tech days
and finally the end product—the
Sketch Show.
UT sketch and improv, similar to
their financial and administrative
advisor, Student Theater Productions (STP), is completely studentrun. Everything from the writing
process of the sketches to the production of the shows is in the hands
of Puget Sound students.
Like UT improv, the sketch team
works in a delirious haze of dedicated energy to produce its own
show in a short span of time.
“Producing and acting in the
Sketch Show is the most fun you
can have. While behind the curtain
the air is tense, as we wait for each
scene on stage the fun just happens,” McKinley said.
This semester’s sketch show is
sure to showcase an intensely funny repertoire of comedy with a cast
of 12 UT members whose on-stage
dynamics and antics resemble a
playful family.
“We save each other on stage.
Everyone pitches in to make their
team member look great no matter
what happens. Our motto is make
your partner look like a rock star
and just have fun,” McKinley said.
When the prospect of exams,
theses and looming finals begin
to get you down, look to Puget
Sound’s own improv and sketch
teams to help lighten your weary
heart and get your spirits refreshed
before another study session in the
library.
“We love what we do, it’s a fun
game that never ends,” Nickels said.
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Dr. Hulbert celebrates 25th year at Puget Sound
By JACK GILBERT
“I just want to get a show of
hands, how many people have
been here with us since 1986?”
Nearly 50 people in the audience
raised their hands. “Quite a few of
you…thank you so much for being here,” Dr. Duane Hulbert said
as he sat down to perform his last
two pieces of the night.
Nov. 4 was no regular night for
Hulbert, a Grammy Nominee and
the School of Music’s Piano Department Head.
Not only was it a celebration of
Franz Liszt’s 200th birthday, it was
also Dr. Hulbert’s 25th anniversary
at University of Puget Sound. To
commemorate the event, Hulbert
played a solo piano concert for a
sold-out Schneebeck Auditorium.
The concert began promptly
at 7:30, at which point Hulbert,
wearing the concert standard tuxedo styled with a bright red bowtie and matching cummerbund,
emerged to uproarious applause.
After bowing several times the
audience quieted and Hulbert
explained the music he would be
performing, saying he had initially
intended to perform all Liszt, but
after some deliberation decided
to split the set in half, performing
three “appetizers” by various 19th
century composers before diving
into the all-Liszt second half.
Four of the seven pieces performed were composed by Liszt,

which Hulbert considered the
“main course” of the evening.
The other pieces were composed
by Franz Schubert, Alexander Glazunov, and Claude Debussy.
Hulbert began with the Schubert
piece, Piano Sonata No. 13 in A
major. Before he began, Hulbert
pointed out that this particular
sonata is commonly referred to as
Schubert’s “little” A Major Sonata,
not to be confused with Schubert’s
more hefty A Major Sonata written shortly before his death in
1828. He also made note of its
compact quality and short length
(it runs close to 20 minutes).
No sooner than the first key
had been struck did it become
clear that Hulbert is a performer
in the purest sense of the word.
His body moved as the music
moved, at times gracefully and
at times not so. Focus emanated
not just from his face but from
his entire being; several times he
slammed his foot onto the hardwood floor of the stage, unconsciously displaying his utmost engagement with the music.
At the end of his final piece,
Liszt’s Variations on “Weinen,
Klagen, Sorgen, Zagen” from J.S.
Bach’s Mass in B minor, Hulbert
was thrust backward from the piano into his seat.
Perhaps it was his relief which
propelled him, or perhaps it was
the force of the music which
hurled him backward.
Two standing ovations and
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Milestones: Hulbert performs Liszt for the composer’s 200th birthday and his own 25th year here.
three curtain calls later, Hulbert
returned to the stage one last time
to thank the audience and play one

final piece by Liszt.
After the performance Hulbert
waited offstage to greet and thank

concertgoers, which was quite an
honor after such a profound performance.

Underground Sound delights A sophisticated bar
By MOLLY BROWN
The piano lounge in Wheelock
was uncharacteristically full on
Nov. 3 at 7:30 p.m. due to the Underground Sound’s preview concert. The piano lounge concert was
Underground Sound’s mini concert
to spread the word for their upcoming concert on Nov. 19.
Underground Sound is the University of Puget Sound’s only mixed
gender a cappella group on campus.
Small concerts from each a cappella group have appeared this fall
as a teaser for their next all-inclusive concert. Nov. 19 at 7:30 p.m. in
Schneebeck Hall, all of the campus
a cappella groups, including Garden Level and What She Said will
be given a chance to collectively
delight their audience.
Although Underground Sound’s
appearance in the piano lounge was
only for a short time, it was time
well spent.
Playing to the informal setting,
the group was casually dressed in
black shirts and denim. However,

the most notable aspect of each
outfit was the socks. Each member had a pair of very flamboyant
socks, adding a little individuality
to each member.
The concert began on a strong
note with the a cappella interpretation of the Eurythmics song, “Sweet
Dreams.”
“Sweet Dreams” pleasantly accented the group’s unique combination of male and female vocals
that sets them a part from the other
Puget Sound a cappella groups.
While the main spectacle Underground Sound provides is sweet
harmonies, the visual spectacle is
equally entertaining.
Each member is given freedom
of movement while performing.
Some bounce and sway while others remain stationary, yet with each
member the enthusiasm for their
singing is apparent.
One song the group sang stood
out in particular for its classic value. Underground Sound’s interpretation of “Unforgettable,” the song
made popular by Nat King Cole,
was especially enchanting.
Soloists were placed appropriate-
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Music: Among the choirs on campus, Underground Sound is
the only a cappella group to include both genders as members.

By MICHELLE CURRY

A
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ly throughout the song emphasizing the dreamy lyrics that quieted
the piano lounge.
After each song the ensemble
sang, the crowd around the piano
lounge increased. They played well
to their strengths and used singing
in a public forum as the best form
of advertising.
The final song Underground
Sound performed showcased their
sense of humor. Without any explanation, the group rearranged
themselves so that the tall members
framed the more petite members.
After the group moved around
the began singing a song that
opened with the lyrics “Short people got no reason to live.”
The song was full to the brim
with sass. The verses alternated
between the tall members of the
group and the short members,
providing an entertaining performance dynamic.
In one last humorous effort the
song ended with the tall members
blocking out the petite ones in a
diva-like manner.
Underground Sound’s mini-concert served as a sign of great things
to come, leaving the audience
wanting more and more eager to
attend the next a cappella concert.

s you step in the door of
1022 South you are immediately
transported out of Tacoma and
into a trendy Manhattan-style bar.
The room is illuminated by dim
overhead lamps that spill over light
from the bar itself. A large chalkboard displays happy hour drinks
for the evening in a fine cursive
script.
For those of you unfamiliar with
this hidden treasure, 1022 South is
a bar that belongs in a category all
its own.
Dana Zillgit, one of my dining
companions, described the bar as a
“classy hole in the wall with a hip
vibe.”
Drinks are infused with jasmine,
ginger soda, lavender, coconut and
agave to name a few. The drinks
are categorized as Literary, Classics
and Apothecary.
The Literary list incorporates
Drunken Boat (black strap rum,
ginger liqueur, home made ginger
beer, flamed angostura bitters) and
PDX (genever, grapefruit, honey
and sparkling wine).
The Classics section includes
1022 Old Fashioned (bourbon,
orange oil, saffron/ cardamom
bitters) and if you’re adventurous
1022 Corpse Reviver (gin, lemon,
honey, Cocchi Americano, cayenne, absinthe.)
The third category, Apothecary,
includes a Lavender Cocktail (vodka, lavender, lemon, coconut) and
a Matcha Cocktail (rum agricole,
matcha infused agave, M.P. Roux
and egg white), just a few of the inventive drinks on the menu.
Small plates ($5), salads ($8), paninis ($8) and sandwiches ($8) are
also offered.
Snacks include hummus, olive
oil and baguette, a variety of nuts
and various cheese plates. The panini options offer tomato, basil,
mozzarella, roasted red pepper, and
gourmet grilled cheeses. Three dif-

ferent types of sandwiches are also
offered, one option being a vegan
selection; they are sure to include
options for all types of appetites.
My dining companions and I
opted for a traditional martini, lavender cocktail, White Vulture and
Liza Island, the latter two being
specials for the evening and offered
for a reasonable five dollars.
Although the drinks are largely
in the $10 price range, you get what
you pay for, and that, my friends,
is quality.
My white wine infused with lemongrass and ginger beer was one of
the best drinks I have had at a bar.
It was bubbly, it was sweet, and it
was smooth—need I say more?
The other special of the night
was just as spectacular. The Liza
Island is concocted with Vodka, liqueur 43, orange and ginger beer.
Dana’s drink was just as smooth,
faintly sweet and bubbly, a cousin
to my own drink.
Our table ordered two entrees
to munch on while we chatted, a
small plate Winter Caprese salad
(fresh mozzarella, beets, fresh basil, olive oil, balsamic reduction)
and the roasted red pepper panini
(blue rose chevre, roasted red pepper, red onion relish, balsamic reduction, fresh thyme).
The food was just as good, and
while not as spectacular as their
drinks, still appeasing to the appetite.
This chic bar is small with only
a row of tables against one wall in
addition to the bar seating, creating an intimate atmosphere for a
couple on a date or a hot spot for
gossiping.
Stop in for a quick drink and
snacks with your friends next time
you plan on going out for a unique
Tacoma experience.
1022 South is located on J St. It’s
open 4-11p.m. Monday and Tuesday, 4-12 a.m. Wednesday and
Thursday, and Friday-Sunday 4-2
a.m. Happy hour is every day from
4 to 8 p.m.

